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We derive su�cient conditions under which the Cascade iteration applied
to nonconforming �nite element discretizations yields an optimal solver. Key ingredients
are optimal error estimates of such discretizations, which we therefore study in detail. We
derive a new, e�cient modi�ed Morley �nite element method. Optimal Cascade iterations
are obtained for problems of second, and using a new smoother, of fourth order as well as
for the Stokes problem.

1. Introduction

The Cascade multi-level iteration has been de�ned and analyzed for solving symmetric
elliptic scalar problems of second order discretized on conforming �nite element spaces by
Bornemann and Deuhard [BD96] and Shaidurov [Sha96]. As the full multi-grid method,
cf. e.g. [Hac85, x5], the Cascade iteration is based on the use of a hierarchy of corresponding
auxiliary discretizations on coarser meshes. Going from the lowest level to the highest
one, on each level the obtained approximate solution from the previous level is used as
a starting value of a number of iterations of a simple iterative solver (a smoother) like
Conjugate Gradients. However, since in contrast to multi-grid, this smoother is not capable
to signi�cantly reduce the (smooth) algebraic error from the previous level, this error should
already be strictly less than the �nal error that one permits. This is achieved by applying
an increasing number of smoothing iterations on lower levels. On the other hand, since the
problems on lower levels have a smaller dimension, the complete algorithm can be shown
to be optimal, i.e., using a number of operations proportional to the number of unknowns,
on the �nest level an approximate solution is obtained with an algebraic error that, in
energy norm, is of the same order as the discretization error.
In a recent paper [BD99], Braess and Dahmen analyzed the Cascade iteration applied to

the discretized Stokes equations. The velocity component of the solution can be character-
ized as the solution of a symmetric elliptic variational problem on the space of discretely
divergence-free velocities. Such spaces are non-nested, which means that explicit prolonga-
tions had to be introduced in the Cascade iteration. A di�culty is that these prolongations
have an energy-norm that is larger than one. Yet, since only oscillating parts of the pro-
longated function are responsible for an increase in energy norm, and these oscillating
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parts are reduced by subsequent smoothing iterations, it could be shown that the Cascade
iteration yields an approximate velocity vector having an algebraic error that, in energy
norm, is of the same order as the discretization error.
In the present paper, we use the idea behind the analysis from [BD99] to analyze the Cas-

cade iteration in an abstract setting of general nonconforming �nite element discretizations
of symmetric elliptic problems. As applications, we construct optimal Cascade iterations
in the following three situations:

(a). Laplace equation and nonconforming P1 elements,
(b). Biharmonic equation and Morley �nite elements,
(c). Stokes equations and nonconforming P1 elements for the velocity and P0 elements

for the pressure.

Key ingredients to the analysis of the Cascade iteration are optimal discretization error
estimates. In one framework, we derive such estimates for less regular problems, and for
fully regular problems, where in the latter case a reduced set of conditions su�ces. Our
analysis for less regular problems follows the one from Brenner in [Bre99] quite closely.
For less regular problems it may be necessary to apply the nonconforming �nite element
discretization with a modi�ed right-hand side, in order to make the discrete system well-
de�ned. We show how cheap modi�cations can be constructed that yield optimal error
estimates without needing additional regularity conditions. In particular, we construct a
new e�cient modi�ed Morley method.
Standard smoothers for problems (b) and (c) yield a Cascade iteration that is only

suboptimal. To obtain an iteration that is optimal, we construct more powerful smoothers,
that involve a call of simple conforming multi-grid method applied to a scalar problem of
second order.
The paper is organized as follows: In x2, we state the abstract variational problem and

its discretization. In x3, we formulate the Cascade iteration and give su�cient conditions
under which it is (sub)optimal. The smoothing property of (preconditioned) Conjugate
Gradients is studied in x4. In Section 5, we derive error estimates for nonconforming �nite
elements. Finally, in x6, we discuss aforementioned applications.

2. Basic assumptions

Let V be a closed subspace of a Hilbert space H1 over IR, and let a( ; ) be a symmetric
bilinear form on V satisfying

a(v; v) =� kvk2H1 (v 2 V):(A)

In order to avoid the repeated use of generic but unspeci�ed constants, here by C <� D we
mean that C can be bounded by a multiple of D, independently of parameters which C
and D may depend on. Obviously, C >� D is de�ned as D <� C, and C =� D when both

C <� D and C >� D. We consider the following symmetric and elliptic variational problem:
Given f 2 V 0, search u 2 V such that

a(u; v) = f(v) (v 2 V):(2.1)
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Let H0 be a Hilbert space such that

H1 ,!H0

with dense embedding. For s 2 [0; 1], we de�ne Hs = [H0;H1]s being the interpolation
space obtained from H0 and H1 by the method of complex interpolation. We assume the
existence of an � 2 (0; 1], and another Hilbert space that we denote by H1+�, for which

H1+� ,!H1

with dense embedding, such that for f 2 (H1��)0, the solution u of (2.1) is in H1+� and
satis�es

kukH1+�
<� kfk(H1��)0 (regularity):(B)

Example 2.1. A typical application is characterized by H0 = L2(
) for some domain

 � IRd, H1 = Hr(
) or H1 = Hr

0(
), in which case (2.1) is a problem of order 2r, and
H1+� = H1 \H(1+�)r(
), or products of these spaces. We will consider applications where
V = H1, as well as an application concerning the Stokes problem where V is a proper
subspace of H1.

Let (Vk)k�0 be a sequence of �nite dimensional subspaces of H0, which are not necessarily
nested, or contained in V. Let V�1 = f0g. For each k � 0, we assume that we have a
scalar product ak( ; ) on V +Vk�1+Vk that coincides with a( ; ) on V, and, for k � 1, with
ak�1( ; ) on Vk�1. We put

k kak := ak( ; )
1
2 :

For s 2 [0; 1], we equip Vk with norms k ks;k de�ned by interpolation between k k1;k :=
k kak and k k0;k := k kH0 . We de�ne �k := inf06=vk2Vk

kvkk0;k
kvkk1;k

. Note that ��1k is the smallest

constant such that

k k1;k � ��1k k k0;k (inverse inequality):(2.2)

We assume that

�k�1=�k <� 1:(C)

Example 2.2. In the situation from Example 2.1, and for Vk being a standard (non-
conforming) �nite element space with respect to a shape-regular, quasi-uniform mesh with
meshsize hk, and for ak( ; ) being uniformly equivalent to the sum of the squared Hr-norms
on the elements, we have �k =� hrk.

For some fk 2 V 0k, we approximate the solution u of (2.1) by the solution uk 2 Vk of
ak(uk; vk) = fk(vk) (vk 2 Vk):(2.3)

As we will demonstrate in x5, for suitable choices of fk error estimates of the following
type are valid: For some s 2 [0; 1 � �],

ku� ukkak <� ��k kfk(H1��)0 + �1�s
k kfk(Hs)0 (f 2 (Hs)0):(2.4)
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Remark 2.3. Compared to the s = 1 � � case, (2.4) for s < 1 � � requires additional
smoothness of f without yielding a qualitatively better error estimate as function of �k.
On the other hand, taking f 2 (Hs)0 for s < 1�� generally allows for simpler constructions
of fk. Note that taking fk = f jVk is only possible if Vk � Hs.

Remark 2.4. If V = H1, then (2.1) de�nes a homeomorphism between f 2 (H1)0 and
u 2 H1. If, in addition

ja(u; v)j <� kukH1+�kvkH1�� (u 2 H1+�; v 2 H1);(2.5)

then from the fact that H1 ,! H1�� is dense, it follows that for u 2 H1+� the mapping
v 7! a(u; v) on H1 has a unique extension to a bounded linear functional on H1��, with
norm that can be bounded on some multiple of kukH1+�. Together with (B), this means
that f $ u de�nes a homeomorphism between (H1��)0 and H1+�. So when s = 1��, the
meaning of the error estimate (2.4) does not change if we replace (both terms) ��k kfk(H1��)0

by ��k kukH1+� and quantify over u 2 H1+� instead of over f 2 (H1��)0. A similar remark
applies to other error estimates that we are going to derive (e.g. (3.4), (3.5) and (5.13)).

Similarly for s 2 [0; 1 � �), if ja(u; v)j <� kukH2�skvkHs (u 2 H2�s; v 2 H1), then

f(v) := a(u; v) satis�es kfk(Hs)0
<� kukH2�s. However, since f 2 (Hs)0 does not imply that

u 2 H2�s, (2.4) for s 2 [0; 1 � �) cannot be written in terms of u only.
For comparison, if V is a proper subspace of H1, then the mapping (H1)0 !H1 : f 7! u

de�ned by (2.1) is not injective. If moreover V ,! H1�� is not dense, then even f 7! u
restricted to (H1��)0 is not injective. Normally, fk will be a function of f , and so will be
uk. Yet, if f 7! u is not invertible it cannot be concluded that uk is a function of u. Indeed,
in our application concerning the Stokes problem, it will turn out that this is not the case,
which means that ku� ukkak cannot be bounded in terms of norms of u only.

Assuming an error estimate of type (2.4), in the next section we derive su�cient condi-
tions under which the Cascade iteration solves (2.3) with an algebraic error in the k k1;k-
norm which, as function of �k, has the same order as (this bound on) the discretization
error, while taking a number of operations that is proportional, or almost proportional to
the number of unknowns.

3. The Cascade iteration

To solve the discrete system (2.3) on some level j, we assume the availability of some
basic (semi-)iterative method (a \smoother") on all levels 1 � k � j. The (algebraic) error
after m iterations of this method on level k starting with an initial error vk will be denoted
by Sk;m(vk). As in [BD96], we assume that there exists a  > 0, and linear operators

Ŝk;m : Vk ! Vk such that

kSk;m(vk)k1;k � kŜk;mvkk1;k (vk 2 Vk);(D)

kŜk;mk1;k 1;k � 1;(E)
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kŜk;mk1;k 1��;k
<� (��1k m�)� (smoothing property).(F)

Furthermore, since the spaces Vk are generally non-nested we need an explicit prolonga-
tion

Ikk�1 : Vk�1 ! Vk:
The Cascade iteration now reads as follows:

� Compute the exact solution u0 of (2.3) on level 0. Put u�0 = u0.

� For k = 1; : : : ; j: On level k, apply m
(j)
k iterations of the smoother to the equations

(2.3) using Ikk�1u
�
k�1 as starting value. Denote the result as u�k.

Below, we analyze uj � u�j in the k k1;j-norm.

Lemma 3.1. Let Îkk�1 : Vk�1 ! Vk be de�ned by

ak(Î
k
k�1wk�1; vk) = ak(wk�1; vk) (wk�1 2 Vk�1; vk 2 Vk):(3.1)

Assume (D), (E), (F),

j�1X
i=0

(m
(j)
j�i)

�� <� 1;(3.2)

kIkk�1 � Îkk�1k1��;k 1;k�1
<� ��k ;(3.3)

and that for some s 2 [0; 1 � �] the exact solutions of (2.3) satisfy

kuk � Ikk�1uk�1k1��;k <� �2�
k kfk(H1��)0 + �1+��s

k kfk(Hs)0 (f 2 (Hs)0):(3.4)

Then

kuj � u�jk1;j <�
j�1X
i=0

�
��j�i(m

(j)
j�i)

��kfk(H1��)0 + �1�s
j�i (m

(j)
j�i)

��kfk(Hs)0

�
(f 2 (Hs)0):

(3.5)

Proof. For 1 � k � j, there holds

uk � u�k = S
k;m

(j)
k
(uk � Ikk�1u

�
k�1);

and so by (D),

kuk � u�kk1;k � kŜ
k;m

(j)
k
(uk � Ikk�1u

�
k�1)k1;k:

Following [BD99], we write

uk � Ikk�1u
�
k�1 = uk � Ikk�1uk�1 + Îkk�1(uk�1 � u�k�1) + (Ikk�1 � Îkk�1)(uk�1 � u�k�1):

From

kŜ
k;m

(j)
k
(uk � Ikk�1uk�1)k1;k <� ��k (m

(j)
k )��kfk(H1��)0 + �1�s

k (m
(j)
k )��kfk(Hs)0
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by (F) and (3.4);

kŜ
k;m

(j)
k
Îkk�1(uk�1 � u�k�1)k1;k � kuk�1 � u�k�1k1;k

by (E) and (3.1); and

kŜ
k;m

(j)
k
(Ikk�1 � Îkk�1)(uk�1 � u�k�1)k1;k <� (m(j)

k )��kuk�1 � u�k�1k1;k
by (F) and (3.3), we conclude that there exists a constant ĉ such that

kuk � u�kk1;k � ĉ��k (m
(j)
k )��kfk(H1��)0 + ĉ�1�s

k (m
(j)
k )��kfk(Hs)0(3.6)

+(1 + ĉ(m(j)
k )��)kuk�1 � u�k�1k1;k:

Assumption (3.2) shows that

k
j�1Y
i=0

(1 + ĉ(m(j)
j�i)

��) � eĉ
Pj�1

i=0 (m
(j)
j�i)

�� <� 1;

and so (3.5) follows from a recursive application of (3.6).

Theorem 3.2. (cf. ([BD96, BD99]) Assume (D), (E), (F), (3.3) and (3.4). Let

�k =� ��rk and dimVk =� �dk(3.7)

where one may think of � > 1 as the mesh re�nement factor, 2r > 0 as the order of the
equation, and d as the space dimension. Assume that the computational work involved in
performing the prolongation Ikk�1 and m iterations of the smoother on level k is proportional
to dimVk and mdimVk respectively.

(a). Let r < d. Choose m
(j)
j�i

=� ~mci for some c 2 (�r=; �d). Then the approximate
solution u�j from the Cascade iteration satis�es

kuj � u�jk1;j <� (�j ~m
�)�kfk(H1��)0 + (�j ~m

�)�kfk(Hs)0 �

8><
>:

�1�s��
j if c > r(1�s)

�

j�1�s��
j if c = r(1�s)

�

(�
r=

c
)�j if c < r(1�s)

�

9>=
>; ;

requiring a number of arithmetic operations that is proportional to ~mdimVj (optimal
complexity).

(b). Let r = d. Choose m(j)
j�i

=� ~m�dij1=(�). Then

kuj � u�jk1;j <�
�

(�j ~m�)�kfk(H1��)0 if s = 1� �
(�j ~m�)�(kfk(H1��)0 +

1
j
kfk(Hs)0) if s < 1� �

�
;

whereas the required number of arithmetic operations is proportional to ~mdimVj(1 +
log(dimVj))1+d=(r�) (suboptimal complexity).

Proof. Apart from a straightforward counting of the number of operations, the proof follows
by applying Lemma 3.1, where the appearing geometrical sums should be estimated in an

obvious way. Note that (3.2) follows from the fact that i 7! m
(j)
j�i is an exponentially

increasing function.
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4. Preconditioned conjugate gradients as a smoother

Since with the Cascade iteration on lower levels many smoothing iterations are applied,
it pays o� to accelerate a basic iterative method by conjugate gradients (CG), in which
case the basic iterative method is viewed as a preconditioner. As we will see, in common
situations the resulting iteration satis�es the smoothing property (F) with  = 1, instead
of  = 1

2
that one would get without this acceleration. As shown in Theorem 3.2, having

a su�ciently large value of  is essential for getting an optimal method.
We assume that for each k, some scalar product (( ; ))k on Vk is given, which, as explained

at the end of this section, in applications will incorporate the choice of the preconditioner.

We put jjj jjjk = (( ; ))
1
2
k . By Riesz' representation theorem, there exists a linear operator

~Ak : Vk ! Vk and an ~fk 2 Vk such that

ak(wk; vk) = (( ~Akwk; vk))k (wk; vk 2 Vk) and fk(vk) = (( ~fk; vk))k (vk 2 Vk);(4.1)

and so (2.3) is equivalent to

~Akuk = ~fk:(4.2)

Since ~Ak is SPD with respect to (( ; ))k, we can apply CG to (4.2) as our smoothing iteration,
and in the following we will verify the assumptions (D), (F) and (F).

Using k � k1;k = jjj ~A
1
2
k � jjjk, it is well-known that the error Sk;m(vk) after m CG-iterations

starting with vk satis�es

kSk;m(vk)k1;k = min
p2Pm;p(0)=1

kp( ~Ak)vkk1;k:(4.3)

Following [Sha96], cf. also [Hac85, Exercise 6.6.8(i)], for � > 0 we de�ne

��;m(x) = (�1)m+1(2m+ 1)�1
q

�
x
T2m+1(

q
x
� );

where T2m+1 is the Chebychev polynomial of order 2m+1. The polynomial ��;m minimizes
maxx2[0;�] j

p
xp(x)j over fp 2 Pm : p(0) = 1g. There holds

max
x2[0;�]

jpx��;m(x)j = (2m+ 1)�1
p
�(4.4)

and

max
x2[0;�]

j��;m(x)j = 1:(4.5)

De�ning ~Sj;m = ��( ~Ak);m
( ~Ak), assumptions (D) and (E) follow from (4.3) and (4.5)

respectively. From (4.4) and

�( ~Ak) = sup
06=vk2Vk

ak(vk; vk)

jjjvkjjj2k
� ��2k sup

06=vk2Vk

kvkk2H0

jjjvkjjj2k
;

we �nd that

k ~Sk;mvkk1;k � (2m+ 1)�1�( ~Ak)
1
2 jjjvkjjjk � (2m+ 1)�1ck �

�1
k kvkkH0;(4.6)
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where

ck := sup
06=vk2Vk

kvkkH0

jjjvkjjjk sup
06=vk2Vk

jjjvkjjjk
kvkkH0

:(4.7)

By applying interpolation to (E) and (4.6), we conclude that a su�cient condition for the
CG-iteration to satisfy (F) with  = 1, is that (( ; ))k is selected such that

ck <� 1:(4.8)

Now we come to the selection of (( ; ))k and the discussion of the implementation of above
CG-iteration.
Let f'k;i : i 2 Kkg be a basis of Vk, and let

�k : IR
dimVk ! Vk : vk 7!

X
i2Kk

vk;i'k;i

denote the corresponding bijection between the coordinates of an element and the element
in Vk itself. De�ne the mass- and sti�ness-matricesMk; Ak 2 IRdimVk�dimVk and the vector
fk 2 IRdimVk by

<Mkwk;vk>= (�kwk;�kvk)H0 ; <Akwk;vk>= ak(�kwk;�kvk) and <fk;vk>= fk(�kvk);

where <; > denotes an Euclidean scalar product.
Having the basis on Vk �xed, there is clearly an one-to-one correspondence between SPD

matricesWk 2 IRdimVk�dimVk and scalar products (( ; ))k on Vk via the relation
<Wk�; �>= ((�k�;�k�))k:

Using this correspondence, ck de�ned in (4.7) can be rewritten as

ck = �(W�1
k Mk);

and so (4.8) means that Wk should be spectrally equivalent to some multiple of Mk,
uniformly in k.
From the de�nitions of ~Ak and ~fk in (4.1) it easily follows that

~Ak = �kW
�1
k Ak�

�1
k and ~fk = �kW

�1
k fk:

We conclude that the result ûk of the application of m CG-iterations to (4.2) using the
scalar product (( ; ))k and initial value û0k, satis�es ûk = �kûk, where ûk is the result of the
application, with initial value ��1k û0k, of m CG-iterations to W�1

k Akuk =W�1
k fk using the

scalar product <Wk�; �>, or equivalently, m preconditioned CG-iterations to Akuk = fk
using the Euclidean scalar product <�; �> and preconditioner Wk.
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5. Error estimates for nonconforming discretizations

Making use of the assumptions from x2 throughout this section, we will derive su�cient
conditions for (3.3) and (3.4). Our analysis will follow the lines from [Bre99] quite closely,
in particular Lemma 3.4, Theorem 3.5, Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 3.8 from that paper.
Di�erences are that we end up with simpler constructions of the discrete right-hand sides
fk, and that within the same framework we derive a reduced set of conditions for the fully
regular case � = 1. Furthermore we allow that V ,!H1�� is not dense (cf. Remark 2.4).
We start by considering f 2 (H1��)0, i.e. s = 1� �, and

fk = f � Ik for some Ik : Vk ! H1��:(5.1)

Since for applying duality arguments we will consider solutions corresponding to di�erent

right-hand sides simultaneously, in this section we will use the notations u(f) and u
(f)
k to

denote the solutions of a(u; v) = f(v) (v 2 V) ((2.1)) and ak(uk; vk) = f(Ikvk) (vk 2 Vk)
((2.3)) respectively.

Remark 5.1. In [Bre99] it is assumed that Ik maps into V instead of only into H1��. The
present approach will give rise to a reduced set of conditions for the case � = 1.

Theorem 5.2. (a). Assume

inf
vk2Vk

ku� vkkak <� ��k kukH1+� (u 2 H1+�) (approximation);(G)

jak(u(f); vk)� f(Ikvk)j <� ��k kfk(H1��)0kvkk1;k (f 2 (H1��)0; vk 2 Vk) (consistency).(H)

Then

ku(f) � u
(f)
k kak <� ��k kfk(H1��)0 (f 2 (H1��)0);(5.2)

i.e., with fk = f � Ik, the error estimate (2.4) is valid for s = 1 � �.
(b). If, in addition,

jak(u(f) � u
(f)
k ; u

(g)
k )j <� �2�

k kfk(H1��)0kgk(H1��)0 (f; g 2 (H1��)0);(5.3)

then

ku(f) � Iku
(f)
k kH1��

<� �2�
k kfk(H1��)0 (f 2 (H1��)0)(5.4)

Proof. (a). Given f 2 (H1��)0, let ~uk 2 Vk satisfy ak(~uk; vk) = ak(u(f); vk) (vk 2 Vk). Then
ku(f) � ~ukkak = inf

vk2Vk
ku(f) � vkkak :

On the other hand, there holds

k~uk � u
(f)
k k1;k = sup

06=vk2Vk

jak(~uk � u
(f)
k ; vk)j

kvkk1;k = sup
06=vk2Vk

jak(u(f); vk)� f(Ikvk)j
kvkk1;k :

The proof of (5.2) follows from (G), ku(f)kH1+�
<� kfk(H1��)0 (i.e. (B)) and (H).
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(b). Let f 2 (H1��)0. There holds ku(f)�Iku
(f)
k kH1�� = sup06=g2(H1��)0

jg(u(f)�Iku
(f)
k )j

kgk(H1��)0
. For

arbitrary g 2 (H1��)0, we write

jg(u(f) � Iku
(f)
k )j = ja(u(g); u(f))� ak(u

(g)
k ; u

(f)
k )j

= jak(u(g) � u
(g)
k ; u

(f)
k ) + ak(u

(g) � u
(g)
k ; u(f) � u

(f)
k ) + ak(u

(g)
k ; u(f) � u

(f)
k )j

<� �2�
k kgk(H1��)0kfk(H1��)0

by (5.3) and (5.2), which completes the proof.

We discuss the non-standard condition (5.3). We �rst consider a special case:

Proposition 5.3. If for all k, Ik is the trivial injection (necessary is Vk � H1��), then
(5.3) follows from (5.2) and

jak(u(f); vk)� f(vk)j <� ��k kfk(H1��)0kvkkak (f 2 (H1��)0; vk 2 Vk + V);(I)

which is a slightly stronger assumption than (H) for this Ik.

Proof. Given f; g 2 (H1��)0, by (I) and (5.2) we have

ak(u
(f) � u

(f)
k ; u

(g)
k ) = jak(u(f); u(g)k � u(g)) + a(u(f); u(g)))� ak(u

(f)
k ; u

(g)
k j

= jak(u(f); u(g)k � u(g))� f(u(g)k � u(g))j
<� ��k kfk(H1��)0ku(g)k � u(g)kak <� �2�

k kfk(H1��)0kgk(H1��)0;

which is (5.3).

The following proposition shows that in the general case (5.3) can be deduced from an
extra consistency assumption.

Proposition 5.4. Assume (5.2), and let �k : H1+� ! Vk be such that

k(I ��k)ukak <� ��k kukH1+� (u 2 H1+�)(J)

and

jak(u(f);�kv)� f(Ik�
kv)j <� �2�

k kfk(H1��)0kvkH1+� (f 2 (H1��)0; v 2 H1+�):(K)

Then (5.3) is valid.

Proof. The proof follows from the assumptions and (B) by writing for f; g 2 (H1��)0,

ak(u(f) � u
(f)
k ; u

(g)
k ) = ak(u(f) � u

(f)
k ;�ku(g)) + ak(u(f) � u

(f)
k ; u

(g)
k ��ku(g)) =

ak(u(f);�ku(g))� f(Ik�ku(g)) + ak(u(f) � u
(f)
k ; u

(g)
k � u(g) + (I ��k)u(g)):

It will turn out that (5.4) can be used to prove (3.4):
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Proposition 5.5. (a). Assume (5.4) and

kvkk1��;k =� kIkvkkH1�� (vk 2 Vk):(5.5)

Let �k : H1+� ! Vk be a mapping such that

kI � Ik�
kkH1�� H1+� � �2�

k :(L)

Then

k�ku(f) � u
(f)
k k1��;k <� �2�

k kfk(H1��)0 (f 2 (H1��)0):(5.6)

(b). If, in addition, the prolongation Ikk�1 satis�es

k(�k � Ikk�1�
k�1)uk1��;k <� �2�

k kukH1+� (u 2 H1+�)(M)

and

kIkk�1k1��;k 1��;k�1
<� 1;(N)

then

ku(f)k � Ikk�1u
(f)
k�1k1��;k <� �2�

k kfk(H1��)0 (f 2 (H1��)0);(5.7)

i.e., with fk = f � Ik, (3.4) is valid for s = 1� �.

Proof. (a). By (5.5), (L), (B) and (5.4), for f 2 (H1��)0 it holds that

k�ku(f) � u
(f)
k k1��;k =� kIk(�ku(f) � u

(f)
k )kH1��

� k(Ik�k � I)u(f)kH1�� + ku(f)� Iku
(f)
k kH1��

<� �2�
k kfk(H1��)0:

(b). By writing

u
(f)
k � Ikk�1u

(f)
k�1 = u

(f)
k ��ku(f) + (�k � Ikk�1�

k�1)u(f) + Ikk�1(�
k�1u(f) � u

(f)
k�1);

the proof follows from (5.6), (M), (N), (B) and (C).

In a special case (5.7) follows already from (5.4) and a condition slightly stronger than
(N):

Proposition 5.6. Let � = 1 and Ik be the trivial injection, and suppose that Ikk�1 : Vk�1 !
Vk has an extension to a projector ~Ikk�1 : Vk�1 + Vk ! Vk. Then (5.4) and

k~Ikk�1vkk0;k <� kvkkH0 (vk 2 Vk�1 + Vk):(O)

imply (5.7), i.e. (3.4) with fk = f jVk and s = 1� � = 0.

Proof. For f 2 (H0)0, we have

ku(f)k � Ikk�1u
(f)
k�1k0;k = kÎkk�1(u(f)k � u

(f)
k�1)k0;k <� ku(f)k � u

(f)
k�1kH0

by (O), and

ku(f)k � u
(f)
k�1kH0 � ku(f)k � u(f)kH0 + ku(f) � u

(f)
k�1kH0

<� �2�
k kfk(H0)0

by (5.4) and (C).
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For � < 1, estimate (5.5) allows us to switch between discrete and continuous fractional
norms. It can be veri�ed using the following proposition.

Proposition 5.7. Assume Im Ik � H1 and

kIkvkkH0
=� kvkk0;k (vk 2 Vk);(P)

kIkvkkH1
<� kvkk1;k (vk 2 Vk):(Q)

Let �k : H1 ! Vk be some mapping satisfying

k�kvk1;k <� kvkH1 (v 2 H1);(R)

kI � Ik�
kkH0 H1

<� �k:(S)

Then kIkvkkHt
=� kvkkt;k (t 2 [0; 1], vk 2 Vk), i.e., (5.5) is valid.

Proof. Using kIkvkkH0
<� kvkk0;k and (Q), interpolation shows that kIkvkkHt

<� kvkkt;k
(t 2 [0; 1]; vk 2 Vk).
The estimate kIkvkkH0

>� kvkk0;k implies that there exists an F k : ImIk ! Vk with

F kIk = Id and kF k � k0;k <� k �kH0 on Im Ik. Let Q
k : H0 ! Im Ik denote the H0-orthogonal

projector onto ImIk. Then for F kQk : H0 ! Vk we have
kF kQkvk0;k <� kQkvkH0 � kvkH0 (v 2 H0);

and

kF kQkvk1;k <� ��1k kF kQk(I � Ik�
k)vk0;k + k�kvk1;k <� kvkH1 (v 2 H1)

by (2.2), (R) and (S). Interpolation shows that kvkkt;k = kF kQkIkvkkt;k <� kIkvkkHt

(t 2 [0; 1]; vk 2 Vk).
Remark 5.8. From Remark 2.4 we learn that if V = H1, and

ja(u; v)j <� kukH1+�kvkH1�� (u 2 H1+�; v 2 H1) ((2:5));

then (H) and (K) can be rewritten as

jak(u; vk)� a(u; Ikvk)j <� ��k kukH1+�kvkk1;k (u 2 H1+�; vk 2 Vk);(5.8)

jak(u;�kv)� a(u; Ik�
kv)j <� �2�

k kukH1+�kvkH1+� (u 2 H1+�; v 2 H1+�);(5.9)

where a( ; ) here is the extended form on H1+� �H1��.
This reformulation of the consistency assumptions has the following advantage: Suppose

there is some � � � and a Hilbert space that we denote by H1+�, such that H1+� =
[H1;H1+�]1+�, and for which we are able to verify (2.5), (5.8) and (5.9) with � replaced by
�. Then since, assuming (Q) and (R), the estimates (2.5), (5.8) and (5.9) are also valid for
� replaced by zero, the method of complex interpolation shows that they are valid for the
original �, and so (H) and (K) hold.
We note that it is generally not possible to apply interpolation arguments to (H) and

(K) directly because of the regularity limitation.
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In our application concerning the Stokes problem, V is a proper subspace of H1. For
this application we will verify (H), but it can be shown that (5.8) is not valid.

Now we have derived su�cient conditions for (3.4) with fk = f � Ik, we come to the
veri�cation of (3.3). We start with a lemma.

Lemma 5.9. Assume (5.4), (5.5) and (5.7). Then for P k�1
k : Vk ! Vk�1 de�ned by

ak�1(P
k�1
k uk; vk�1) = ak(uk; I

k
k�1vk�1) (uk 2 Vk; vk�1 2 Vk�1);

it holds that

kP k�1
k u

(f)
k � u

(f)
k�1k1��;k�1 <� �2�

k kfk(H1��)0 (f 2 (H1��)0):(5.10)

Proof. By (5.5) and duality, we have to prove that

jg(Ik�1(P k�1
k u

(f)
k � u

(f)
k�1))j <� �2�

k kgk(H1��)0kfk(H1+�)0 (f; g 2 (H1��)0):

We write

g(Ik�1(P
k�1
k u

(f)
k � u

(f)
k�1)) = ak�1(u

(g)
k�1; P

k�1
k u

(f)
k � u

(f)
k�1) =

ak(I
k
k�1u

(g)
k�1; u

(f)
k )� ak�1(u

(g)
k�1; u

(f)
k�1) = f((IkI

k
k�1 � Ik�1)u

(g)
k�1);

and

(IkI
k
k�1 � Ik�1)u

(g)
k�1 = Ik(I

k
k�1u

(g)
k�1 � u

(g)
k ) + Iku

(g)
k � u(g) + u(g) � Ik�1u

(g)
k�1:

From (5.5), (5.7), (5.4) and (C), we conclude that

jf((IkIkk�1 � Ik�1)u
(g)
k�1)j <� kfk(H1��)0�

2�
k kgk(H1��)0;

which completes the proof.

Remark 5.10. In relation to multi-grid convergence theory, we note here that (5.5), (N),

(5.7) and (5.10) imply that kI � Ikk�1P
k�1
k k1��;k 1+�;k

<� �2�
k , which is the so-called `ap-

proximation property' (cf. [Hac85]). One may consult [Bre99, proof of Lemma 4.2] to
verify this statement.

Proposition 5.11. Assume (5.2), (5.5) and (5.10), then

kIkk�1 � Îkk�1k1��;k 1;k�1
<� ��k ;

i.e., (3.3) is valid.

Proof. By (5.5) and duality, we have to prove that

jg(Ik(Ikk�1 � Îkk�1)uk�1)j <� ��k kgk(H1��)0kuk�1k1;k�1 (g 2 (H1��)0; uk�1 2 Vk�1):
By the de�nition of Îkk�1 given in (3.1), we have

g(Ik(Ikk�1 � Îkk�1)uk�1) = ak(u
(g)
k ; (Ikk�1 � Îkk�1)uk�1) = ak(u

(g)
k ; (Ikk�1 � I)uk�1)

= ak�1(P
k�1
k u

(g)
k � u

(g)
k�1; uk�1) + ak(u

(g)
k�1 � u

(g)
k ; uk�1):
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By (5.2) and (C), there holds

jak(u(g)k�1 � u
(g)
k ; uk�1)j <� ��k kgk(H1��)0kuk�1k1;k�1:

The inverse inequality (2.2) and (5.10) show that

jak�1(P k�1
k u

(g)
k � u

(g)
k�1; uk�1)j <� ���k kP k�1

k u
(g)
k � u

(g)
k�1k1��;k�1kuk�1k1;k�1

<� ��k kgk(H1��)0kuk�1k1;k�1;
which completes the proof.

Finally in this section, we return to the veri�cation of (2.4) and (3.4). So far we assumed
that fk = f�Ik, where, besides other conditions, Ik satis�ed (5.5), i.e., k�k1��;k =� kIk�kH1��.
For � = 1, this condition is easily ful�lled, but for � < 1 the veri�cation will be di�cult
without assuming that Ik maps intoH1. On the other hand, to ensure that for f 2 (H1��)0,
fk = f � Ik is well-de�ned, it is already su�cient that Ik maps into H1��.
In view of this observation, in the following we relax the conditions on the construction

of fk. Yet, if Vk 6� H1�� it will not be possible to take fk = f jVk . In that case it may make

sense to consider only right-hand sides f 2 (Hs)0 for some s < 1 � �, which then allows
for a further simpli�cation of the construction of fk. However, as noted before, due to
the regularity restriction, imposing stronger conditions on f will not lead to qualitatively
better error estimates as function of �k.

Theorem 5.12. Let s 2 [0; 1 � �], and let Gk be a mapping from Vk into Hs. For f 2
(Hs)0, let u(f)k now denote the solution of ak(uk; vk) = f(Gkvk) (vk 2 Vk), which is the
system (2.3) with fk = f �Gk.
(a). Assume (5.2) and

k(Ik �Gk)vkkHs
<� �1�s

k kvkk1;k (vk 2 Vk):(T)

Then

ku(f)� u
(f)
k kak <� ��k kfk(H1��)0 + �1�s

k kfk(Hs)0 (f 2 (Hs)0);

i.e, (2.4) is valid.
(b). In addition, assume (5.5), and

k(Ik �Gk)�
kkHs H1+�

<� �1+��s
k(U)

for some mapping �k : H1+� ! Vk satisfying

k(I ��k)vkak <� ��k kvkH1+� (v 2 H1+�):(V)

Then (5.6) gives

k�ku(f) � u
(f)
k k1��;k <� �2�

k kfk(H1��)0 + �1+��s
k kfk(Hs)0 (f 2 (Hs)0);(5.11)

and (N) and (5.7) give

ku(f)k � Ikk�1u
(f)
k�1k1��;k <� �2�

k kfk(H1��)0 + �1+��s
k kfk(Hs)0 (f 2 (Hs)0);(5.12)

i.e., (3.4) is valid.
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Proof. In this proof, let û(f)k denote the solution of ak(uk; vk) = f(Ikvk) (vk 2 Vk).
(a). By (T), we have

jak(û(f)k � u
(f)
k ; vk)j = jf((Ik �Gk)vk)j <� �1�s

k kfk(Hs)0kvkk1;k (vk 2 Vk);
or

kû(f)k � u
(f)
k kak <� �1�s

k kfk(Hs)0:(5.13)

The proof now follows from (5.2).
(b). By (5.6) or (N), (5.7) and (C), it is su�cient to show that

kû(f)k � u
(f)
k k1��;k <� �1+��s

k kfk(Hs)0 (f 2 (Hs)0);

which by (5.5) and duality is equivalent to

jg(Ik(û(f)k � u
(f)
k ))j <� �1+��s

k kgk(H1��)0kfk(Hs)0 (g 2 (H1��)0; f 2 (Hs)0):(5.14)

By writing

g(Ik(û
(f)
k � u

(f)
k )) = ak(û

(g)
k ; û

(f)
k � u

(f)
k )

= ak(�
kû(g); û

(f)
k � u

(f)
k ) + ak(û

(g)
k ��kû(g); û

(f)
k � u

(f)
k );

(5.14) follows from

jak(�kû(g); û
(f)
k � u

(f)
k )j = jf((Ik �Gk)�

kû(g))j <� kfk(Hs)0�
1+��s
k kgk(H1��)0

by (U) and (B), and

jak(û(g)k � û(g) + û(g) ��kû(g); û
(f)
k � u

(f)
k )j <� ��k kgk(H1��)0�

1�s
k kfk(Hs)0

by (5.2), (V) and (B), and (5.13).

As we will see in the applications in x6, the conditions of above theorem can be satis�ed
for Gk mapping only into Hs. Properties of the generally more complicated Ik are still used
to obtain relevant estimates, but Ik will not enter the practical computations. In particular
for s = 1 � �, this approach will give rise to new, cheaper nonconforming discretizations.

6. Applications

6.1. Nonconforming P1. Let 
 � IR2 be a bounded polygonal domain without slits. We
consider the Poisson equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e., we
take

H0 = L2(
); Ht = H1
0 (
) \H t(
) (t � 1); V = H1

and a(u; v) =
R

ru � rvdx. Then (A) holds, and elliptic regularity theory shows that

there exists an � 2 (12; 1], such that for f 2 H�1+�(
), the solution u of (2.1) satis�es

kukH1+�
<� kfkH�1+� ((B)).

Let �0; �1; : : : be a sequence of conforming triangulations of 
, such that �k+1 is generated
from �k by re�nement, supT2�k diam(T ) =� 2�k, and the triangles satisfy a shape regularity

condition uniformly over the levels. We de�ne Ek, V k as the set of all edges and vertices
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of �k, and Ek, Vk as the set of internal edges and vertices of �k. For e 2 Ek, me will denote
the midpoint of e, and ne is a unit vector normal to e.
We consider the nonconforming P1 �nite element space, i.e., we take Vk = Nk where

Nk = fv 2QT2�k
P1(T ): v is continuous at me for e 2 Ek,

and it vanishes at me for e 2 EknEkg,
and de�ne

ak(uk; vk) =
X
T2�k

Z
T

ruk � rvkdx:

It holds that �k =� hk := 2�k and so (C) is valid.
We equip the spaces Nk with nodal bases f�k;e : e 2 Ekg, de�ned by

�k;e(m~e) = �e;~e (e; ~e 2 Ek):(6.1)

From (�k;e; �k;~e)L2 =� �e;~eh
2
k, it follows that the mass matrices are uniformly well-conditioned

(diagonal) matrices. The analysis from x4 shows that CG-smoothing with any precondi-
tioning matrices that are uniformly well-conditioned satis�es (D), (E) and (F) with  = 1.
Since the values of the other parameters appearing in Theorem 3.2 are given by r = 1,
� = 2 and d = 2, this theorem shows that for any c 2 (2; 4) the Cascade iteration with

m
(j)
j�i

=� ~mci yields an optimal solver in case (3.3) and (3.4) are valid.
We de�ne the prolongation in the usual way, that is,

(Ikk�1vk�1)(me) = averagei of vk�1jTi(me) (e 2 Ek);

where �k�1 3 Ti � e.
It is clear that Ikk�1 extends to a projector ~Ikk�1 : Nk�1 +Nk ! Nk that is L2-bounded.

This means that if we had con�ned ourselves to the � = 1 case, which corresponds to

 being convex, then by Theorem 5.2, Proposition 5.3, Proposition 5.6, Lemma 5.9 and
Proposition 5.12, it would have been su�cient to verify only (G) and (I) to conclude (3.3)
and (3.4) (with s = 1 � � = 0 and fk = f jNk

). It is well-known that (G) and (H) (with

Ik being the trivial injection) are valid, see for example [BS94, x8.3]. Exactly the same
technique that yields (H) shows the slightly stronger (I) as well.
In the general case, we have to verify a larger set of conditions from x5. For convenience

of the reader, we give arguments for all these conditions, however, since most of them have
been discussed earlier in the literature, our treatment will be concise. The reader who
prefers more details is referred to [Bre99] and the references cited there.
Following [Bre99], we de�ne an auxiliary space

~Nk =
Y
T2�k

P2(T ) \ C(
) \H1
0 (
);(6.2)

i.e., ~Nk is the space of continuous piecewise quadratics with respect to �k, which are zero
on @
. We de�ne Ik : Nk ! ~Nk � H1

0 (
) by

(Ikvk)(me) = vk(me) (e 2 Ek); (Ikvk)(p) = vkjT (p) (p 2 Vk);
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where T 2 �k is some triangle that contains p.
By the L2-stability of the properly scaled canonical bases of Nk and ~Nk, estimate (P)

follows easily.
By the continuity in the midpoints of the edges, if vk 2 Nk is constant on a T0 2 �k

as well as on each of its direct neighbors T1; : : : ; Tq 2 �k, it is constant on [qi=0Ti, and
so (I � Ik)vk = 0 on T0. Using a homogeneity argument one can now conclude that for

arbitrary vk 2 Nk, there holds k(I � Ik)vkkL2(T0) <� hk
qPq

i=0 jvkj2H1(Ti)
; and so

k(I � Ik)vkkL2 <� hkkvkk1;k (vk 2 Nk);(6.3)

which using an inverse inequality gives (Q).
The mapping �k : H1

0 (
)! Nk that we will use on all places in x5 is de�ned by

(�kv)(me) =
1

jej
Z
e

vds (e 2 Ek):

Since �k locally reproduces linear polynomials, an application of the Bramble-Hilbert
lemma, a homogeneity argument and interpolation show that

k(I ��k)vkL2 + hkk(I ��k)vkak <� htkkvkHt (t 2 [1; 2]; v 2 H1
0 (
) \H t(
));(6.4)

which gives (J), and thus (G), as well as (R) and (V).
Since also Ik�k : H1

0 (
) ! H1
0 (
) locally reproduces linear polynomials, the same

arguments show that

k(I � Ik�
k)vkHq

<� ht�qk kvkHt (q 2 [0; 1]; t 2 [1; 2]; v 2 H1
0 (
) \H t(
));(6.5)

giving (L) and (S).
Similar arguments that gave (6.3) show that

k(I � Ikk�1)vk�1kL2 <� hkkvk�1k1;k�1 (vk�1 2 Nk�1);(6.6)

which by applying inverse inequalities gives (N).
Since both �k and Ikk�1�

k�1 locally reproduce linear polynomials, the Bramble-Hilbert
lemma gives

k(�k � Ikk�1�
k�1)vkL2 <� h2kkvkH2 (v 2 H1

0 (
) \H2(
)):

Since furthermore by k�kvk1;k <� kvkH1 ((R)), and kIkk�1vk�1k1;k <� kvk�1k1;k�1, which
follows from (6.6), there holds k(�k � Ikk�1�

k�1)vk1;k <� kvkH1, interpolation gives (M).
For u 2 H1

0 (
) \H2(
), v 2 H1
0 (
), integration by parts shows that

j
Z



ru � rvdxj = j �
Z



4u vdxj <� kukH2kvkL2;(6.7)

where (u; v) 7! � R


4u vdx is the unique extension of a( ; ) to a bounded bilinear form on

(H1
0 (
) \H2(
))� L2(
). For u 2 H1

0 (
) \H2(
), vk 2 Nk, integration by parts on each
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T 2 �k shows that

ak(u; vk) +

Z



4u Ikvkdx =

Z



4u (Ik � I)vkdx�
X
e2Ek

Z
e

(@neu)[vk]ds;(6.8)

where [vk] denotes the jump of vk across e in the direction of ne. By (6.3), j R 4u (Ik �
I)vkdxj <� hkkukH2kvkk1;k. Since [vk] is linear on e, and zero in its midpoint, it holds thatR
e
[vk]ds = 0. An application of [CR73, Lemma 3] now shows that jPe

R
e
(@neu)[vk]dsj <�

hkkukH2kvkk1;k, and so

jak(u; vk) +
Z



4u Ikvkdxj <� hkkukH2kvkk1;k:(6.9)

We now substitute vk = �kv in (6.8), where v 2 H1
0 (
) \H2(
). Using (6.4) and (6.5)

we �nd that j R 4u (Ik � I)�kvdxj <� h2kkukH2kvkH2. Since
R
e
[�kv � v]ds = 0, [CR73,

Lemma 3] and (6.4) give

j
X
e

Z
e

(@neu)[�
kv]dsj = j

X
e

Z
e

(@neu)[�
kv � v]dsj <� hkkukH2k(�k � I)vkak <� h2kkukH2kvkH2;

and so

jak(u;�kv) +

Z



4u Ik�
kvdxj <� h2kkukH2kvkH2:(6.10)

Because of (6.7), (6.9), (6.10), Remark 5.8 with � = 1 shows (H) and (K).
From Theorem 5.2, Propositions 5.4, 5.5 and 5.7, Lemma 5.9 and Proposition 5.11, we

now conclude (3.3) and (3.4) with s = 1� � and fk = f � Ik.

Finally, we will simplify the construction of fk. Since 1�� < 1
2 , it is known, see [Osw94],

that Nk � H1��(
), and furthermore that the following inverse inequality is valid:

kvkkH1��
<� h��1k kvkkL2 (vk 2 Nk):(6.11)

This means that with Gk being the trivial injection, (T) and (U) with s = 1 � � follow
from (6.3) and (6.5) respectively. Theorem 5.13 now shows that (3.4) with s = 1 � � is
also valid when fk = f jNk

. From Theorem 3.2 we conclude the optimality of the resulting

Cascade iteration, that is,

kuj � u�jk1;j <� h�kkfkH�1+� (f 2 H�1+�(
))

taking O(dimVj) operations.
Moreover, we note that by (5.11) we have the optimal error estimate

k�ku� ukk1��;k <� h2�k kfkH�1+� (f 2 H�1+�(
));

which seems new for fk = f jNk
and � 2 (12; 1).
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6.2. Morley element. Let 
 � IR2 be a bounded polygonal domain without slits. We
consider the biharmonic equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e.,
we take

H0 = L2(
); Ht = H2
0 (
) \H2t(
) (t � 1); V = H1;

and a(u; v) =
R



P2
i;j=1

@2u
@xi@xj

@2v
@xi@xj

dx. Then (A) holds, and elliptic regularity theory shows

that there exists an � 2 (1
4
; 1
2
], where � = 1

2
corresponds to the case of 
 being convex,

such that for f 2 H�2+2�(
), the solution u of (2.1) satis�es kukH2+2�
<� kfkH�2+2� ((B)).

Let �0; �1; : : : be a sequence of conforming triangulations of 
, such that �k+1 is generated
from �k by re�nement, supT2�k diam(T ) =� 2�k, and the triangles satisfy a shape regularity

condition uniformly over the levels. We de�ne Ek, V k, Ek, Vk, me, ne as in x6.1.
We consider the Morley �nite element space, i.e., we take Vk = Mk where

Mk = fv 2QT2�k
P2(T ): v is continuous at p 2 Vk, and it vanishes at p 2 V knVk;

@nev is continuous at me for e 2 Ek, and it vanishes at me for e 2 EknEkg.
and de�ne

ak(uk; vk) =
X
T2�k

Z
T

2X
i;j=1

@2uk
@xi@xj

@2vk
@xi@xj

dx:

With hk := 2�k, it holds that �k =� h2k and so (C) is valid.
We equip Mk with the properly scaled canonical basis

f�k;e : e 2 Ekg [ f�k;p : p 2 Vkg(6.12)

de�ned by

�k;e(p) = 0 (p 2 Vk);
@n~e�k;e(m~e) = jej�1�e;~e (~e 2 Ek);

�k;e(~p) = �p;~p (~p 2 Vk);
@ne�k;p(me) = 0 (e 2 Ek);

The resulting mass-matrix is uniformly well-conditioned as function of k, and so the analysis
from x4 shows that CG-smoothing without, or with any preconditioners that are uniformly
well-conditioned satis�es (D), (E) and (F) with  = 1. Since the values of the other
parameters appearing in Theorem 3.2 are given by r = 2, � = 2 and d = 2, this theorem

shows that with m
(j)
j�i

=� ~m4ij1=�, the Cascade iteration yields a suboptimal solver in case
(3.3) and (3.4) are valid. Later, in x6.4 we will return to this point, where we will introduce
an even more powerful smoother resulting in an optimal Cascade iteration.
We take the prolongation Ikk�1 commonly used in connection with the Morley �nite

element space de�ned by

(Ikk�1vk�1)(p) = averagei of vk�1jTi(p) (p 2 Vk);

@ne(I
k
k�1vk�1)(me) = averagei of @ne(vk�1jTi)(me) (e 2 Ek);

(6.13)

where �k�1 3 Ti 3 p or �k�1 3 Ti � e.
Let ~Mk be the so-called Hsieh-Clough-Tocher macro �nite element space corresponding

to �k (see e.g. [Cia91]), where the degrees of freedom corresponding to boundary points
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are set to zero. Following [Bre99], we de�ne Ik :Mk ! ~Mk � H2
0 (
) by

(Ikvk)(p) = vk(p) (p 2 Vk);
@ne(Ikvk)(me) = @nevk(me) (e 2 Ek);
@xj(Ikvk)(p) = averagei of @xj(vkjTi)(p) (p 2 Vk; j 2 f1; 2g);

where �k 3 Ti 3 p. By the L2-stability of the properly scaled canonical bases of Mk and
~Mk, estimate (P) follows easily. The mapping �k : H2

0 (
) ! Mk that will be used on all
places in x5 is de�ned by

(�kv)(p) = v(p) (p 2 Vk); @ne(�
kv)(me) =

1

jej
Z
e

@nevds (e 2 Ek):

Analogously as in x6.1, the following estimates can be shown. For details we refer to
[Bre99] and the references cited there.

k(I � Ik)vkkL2 <� h2kkvkk1;k (vk 2Mk);(6.14)

k(I ��k)vkL2 + h2kk(I ��k)vkak <� htkkvkHt (t 2 [2; 3]; v 2 H2
0 (
) \H t(
));(6.15)

k(I � Ik�
k)vkHq

<� ht�qk kvkHt (q 2 [0; 2]; t 2 [2; 3]; v 2 H2
0 (
) \H t(
));(6.16)

k(I � Ikk�1)vk�1kL2 <� h2kkvk�1k1;k�1 (vk�1 2Mk�1);(6.17)

k(�k � Ikk�1�
k�1)vkL2 <� h3kkvkH3 (v 2 H2

0 (
) \H3(
)):(6.18)

Similarly as in x6.1, these estimates imply (G), (J), (L), (M), (N), (Q), (S) and (V).
For u 2 H2

0 (
) \H3(
), v 2 H2
0 (
), integration by parts shows that

ja(u; v)j = j �
Z



r(4u) � rvdxj <� kukH3kvkH1;(6.19)

where (u; v) 7! � R
r(4u) � rvdx is the unique extension of a( ; ) to a bounded bilinear
form on (H2

0 (
)\H3(
))�H1
0 (
). For u 2 H2

0 (
)\H3(
), vk 2Mk, integration by parts
on each T 2 tauk shows that

ak(u; vk) +

Z



r(4u) � r(Ikvk)dx =(6.20)

X
T2�k

Z
T

r(4u) � r((Ik � I)vk)dx�
2X

j=1

X
e2Ek

Z
e

(@ne@xju)[@xjvk]ds;

where [@xjvk] denotes the jump of @xjvk across e in the direction of ne. By an inverse

inequality on Mk + ~Mk and (6.14), there holds

j
X
T2�k

Z
T

r(4u) � r((Ik � I)vk)dxj <� kukH3h�1k k(I � Ik)vkkL2 <� hkkukH3kvkk1;k:

Using the continuity of vk 2 Mk in the vertices, it is easily veri�ed that in me for e 2 Ek

not only the normal, but also the tangential derivative of vk is continuous, and that it
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vanishes in me for e 2 EknEk. Since furthermore [@xjvk] is linear,
R
e
[@xjvk]ds = 0, which

by [CR73, Lemma 3] gives jPj

P
e

R
e
(@ne@xju)[@xjvk]dsj <� hkkukH3kvkk1;k, and so

jak(u; vk) +
Z



r(4u) � r(Ikvk)dxj <� hkkukH3kvkk1;k:(6.21)

Analogously as in x6.1, by substituting vk = �kv in (6.20), where v 2 H2
0 (
) \H3(
),

jak(u;�kv) +

Z



r(4u) � r(Ik�kv)dxj <� h2kkukH3kvkH3(6.22)

follows using k(Ik � I)�k)vkL2 <� h3kkvkH3 by (6.15) and (6.16). Because of (6.19), (6.21)
and (6.22), Remark 5.8 with � = 1

2
shows (H) and (K).

From Theorem 5.2, Propositions 5.4, 5.5 and 5.7, Lemma 5.9 and Proposition 5.11, we
now conclude (3.3) and (3.4) with s = 1� � and fk = f � Ik.

Finally, we will simplify the construction of fk. We start by considering in Theorem 5.13
the s = 1� � case, i.e., f 2 H2��2(
). Let

~Nk =
Y
T2�k

P2(T ) \ C(
) \H1
0 (
);

which is the same space as in (6.2). Since � 2 (14 ;
1
2 ] and thus 2� 2� 2 [1; 32), it is known,

see [Osw94], that ~Nk � H2�2�
0 (
), and furthermore that the following inverse inequality is

valid:

k~vkkH2�2�
<� h2��2k k~vkkL2 (~vk 2 ~Nk):(6.23)

We de�ne Gk :Mk ! ~Nk by

(Gkvk)(p) = vk(p) (p 2 Vk); (Gkvk)(me) = averagei of vkjTi(me) (e 2 Ek);

where �k 3 Ti � e.
Using the local reproduction of linear polynomials, similar arguments that were used for

(6.3) show that

k(I �Gk)vkkL2 <� h2kkvkk1;k (vk 2Mk):(6.24)

Since Gk even locally reproduces quadratic polynomials, the Bramble-Hilbert lemma gives

k(I �Gk)�
kvkL2 <� h3kkvkH3 (v 2 H2

0 (
) \H3(
)):(6.25)

From (6.23), (6.24) and (6.25), and concerning Ik, the estimates (6.14) and (6.16) and

the inverse inequality k kH2�2�
<� h2��2k k kL2 on ~Mk � Im Ik, we conclude that

k(Ik �Gk)vkkH2�2�
<� h2�k kvkk1;k (vk 2Mk);

k(Ik �Gk)�
kvkH2�2�

<� h4�k kvkH2+2� (v 2 H2
0 (
) \H2+2�(
));

which are the conditions (T) and (U) respectively for s = 1 � �.
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Theorem 5.13 now shows that (3.4) with s = 1�� is also valid when fk = f �Gk. From
Theorem 3.2 we conclude the suboptimality of the resulting Cascade iteration, that is,

kuj � u�jk1;j <� h2�k kfkH�2+2� (f 2 H�2+2�(
));

taking O(dimMj(1 + log(dimMj))1+1=�) operations.
By imposing stronger conditions on f , the construction of fk can be simpli�ed further.

For s < 1
4
, there holds Mk � H2s(
) and the following inverse inequality is valid:

kvkkH2s
<� h�2skvkkL2 (vk 2Mk):

From (6.14) and (6.16), we conclude

k(Ik � I)vkkH2s
<� h2�2sk kvkk1;k (vk 2Mk)

and

k(Ik � I)�kvkH2s
<� h2+2��2sk kvkH2+2� (v 2 H2

0(
) \H2+2�(
));

which are (T) and (U) with Gk replaced by the trivial injection. Theorems 5.13 and 3.2
now show that for such s 2 [0; 1

4
) and fk = f jMk

, there holds

kuj � u�jk1;j <� h2�k (kfkH�2+2� +
1

j
kfkH�2s) (f 2 H�2s(
));

requiring O(dimMj(1 + log(dimMj))
1+1=�) operations.

It is interesting to compare error estimates for the following constructions of fk:

(a). fk = f jMk

, which is the standard Morley method;

(b). fk = f � Ik, which was analyzed �rst by Brenner in [Bre99];

(c). fk = f � Ĝk, where Ĝk : Mk ! N̂k :=
Q

T2�k
P1(T ) \ C(
) \ H1

0 (
) is the linear
interpolator. This modi�ed Morley method was proposed by Arnold and Brezzi in
[AB85];

(d). fk = f �Gk, introduced in this paper.

As for ~Nk, there holds N̂k � H2�2�
0 (
), and so also (c) is well-de�ned for any f 2

H�2+2�(
). Furthermore the following inverse inequality is valid:

kv̂kkH2�2�
<� h2��2kv̂kkL2 (v̂k 2 N̂k):

By this inverse inequality and the local reproduction by Ĝk of linear polynomials, there
holds k(Ik � Ĝk)vkkH2�2�

<� h2�k kvkk1;k (vk 2 Mk), which is (T) with s = 1 � � and Gk

replaced by Ĝk. Theorem 5.13(a) or (5.2) show that

ku� ukkak <� h2�k kfkH�2+2� (f 2 H�2+2�(
));

for (b), (c) and (d); and for any s 2 [0; 14),

ku� ukkak <� h2�k kfkH�2+2� + h2�2sk kfkH�2s (f 2 H�2s(
));

for (a). So with respect to the energy-norm, (b), (c) and (d) give optimal results in terms
of smoothness of f that is required, where (c) is the cheapest of these.
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The estimate (5.11) shows that the errors in the k k1��;k-norm satisfy

k�ku� ukk1��;k <� h4�k kfkH�2+2� (f 2 H�2+2�(
));

for (b) and (d), and

k�ku� ukk1��;k <� h4�k kfkH�2+2� + h2+2��2sk kfkH�2s (f 2 H�2s(
); s 2 [0;
1

4
));

for (a).

Since Ĝk�k does not reproduce quadratics, (U) with Gk replaced by Ĝk is not valid for
any s 2 [0; 1� �]. Instead, for s 2 [0; 1 � �], there holds

k(Ik � Ĝk)�
kvkH2s

<� h2�2sk kvkH2 � h2�2sk kvkH2+2� (v 2 H2
0 (
) \H2+2�(
));

from which, using a minor modi�cation of Theorem 5.13(b), we infer that for (c) there
holds

k�ku� ukk1��;k <� h4�k kfkH�2+2� + h2�2sk kfkH�2s (f 2 H�2s(
); s 2 [0; 1� �]):

This bound is of order h2�k only if s � 1 � 2�, which means that (d) requires smoother f
than (b) and (d) to give a bound of the same quality. Since 1� 2� = 1

4 for � = 3
8 , on basis

of these bounds, (c) should be preferred to (a) for � � 3
8, but for

3
8 < � � 1

2, the situation
is even reversed.
We conclude that at least with respect to the k k1��;k-norm, the best method is (d). In

our situation of having nested triangulations, we may even replace Gk by the quadratic
interpolator with respect to the coarse mesh �k�1, which has the advantage that with respect
to the canonical bases on Mk and ~Nk�1, this mapping is represented by a (non-square)
diagonal matrix. Numerical experiments should indicate whether or not this modi�cation
has a quantitatively adverse e�ect on the resulting discretization error.

6.3. A nonconforming �nite element discretization of the Stokes equation. On
some bounded convex polygonal domain 
 � IR2, we consider the stationary Stokes equa-
tions written in variational form: For f 2 H�1(
)2, �nd u 2 H1

0 (
)
2 and p 2 L2

0(
) :=
fq 2 L2(
) :

R

 qdx = 0g, such that

a(u;v) + b(v; p) = f(v) (v 2 H1
0 (
)

2)
b(u; q) = 0 (q 2 L2

0(
));
(6.26)

where a(u;v) =
R



P2
j=1ruj � rvj dx and b(v; q) = � R
 q divvdx. It is known that

f 2 (L2(
)0)2 implies u 2 H2(
)2 and p 2 H1(
) with

kuk(H2)2 + kpkH1
<� kfk((L2)0)2:(6.27)

Let �0; �1; : : : be a sequence of conforming triangulations of 
, such that �k+1 is generated
from �k by re�nement, supT2�k diam(T ) =� 2�k, and the triangles satisfy a shape regularity

condition uniformly over the levels. We de�ne Ek, V k, Ek, Vk, me, ne as in x6.1.
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For f 2 (L2(
)0)2, and with Qk =
Q

T2�k
P0(T )\L2

0(
) and Nk being the nonconforming
P1 �nite element space with respect to �k from x6.3, we consider the following discretization:
Find uk 2 N2

k and pk 2 Qk such that

ak(uk;vk) + bk(vk; pk) = f(vk) (vk 2 N2
k )

bk(uk; qk) = 0 (qk 2 Qk);
(6.28)

where ak(uk;vk) =
P

T2�k

R
T

P2
j=1r(uk)j �r(vk)j dx and bk(vk; q) = �PT2�k

R
T
q divvkdx.

With Z being the closed subspace of H1
0 (
)

2 de�ned by

Z = fv 2 H1
0 (
)

2 : b(v; q) = 0 (q 2 L2
0(
))g;

the velocity component u of the solution of (6.26) can be characterized as the solution of
the following elliptic problem: Find u 2 Z such that

a(u;v) = f(v) (v 2 Z):(6.29)

Analogously, with

Zk = fvk 2 N2
k : bk(vk; qk) = 0 (qk 2 Qk)g;

the velocity component uk of the solution of (6.28) is the unique solution of the problem
of �nding uk 2 Zk such that

ak(uk;vk) = f(vk) (v 2 Zk):(6.30)

Particular for the pair (N2
k ; Qk) is that a local basis of Zk is available, and so that instead of

solving the saddle-point problem (6.28), solving (6.30) is a feasible method to approximate
u. We will consider the Cascade iteration.
Above problem �ts in our general framework with a( ; ) and ak( ; ) as above, fk = f j

Zk

assuming f 2 (L2(
)0)2, and

H0 = L2(
)2; H1 = H1
0 (
)

2; H2 = H1
0 (
)

2 \H2(
)2; V = Z; Vk = Zk:

Clearly (A) holds and (6.27) shows (B) with � = 1. Note that Zk�1 6� Zk 6� Z. There
holds �k =� hk := 2�k and so (C) is valid.

Remark 6.1. In view of Remark 2.4, we note that here we encounter a case where Z ,!
H0 = L2(
)2 is not dense, which means that the mapping f 7! u, even restricted to
(L2(
)0)2, is not injective. Moreover, since Zk 6� Z, an f 2 (L2(
)0)2 that yields a zero
solution u, may give a nonzero discrete solution uk, from which we infer that uk is not a
function of u.

We postpone the discussion of the smoother, and �rst verify estimates (3.3) and (3.4)
using the theory from x5.
It is known that the sequence of pairs (N2

k ; Qk)k is Lady�senskaja-Babu�ska-Brezzi (LBB)
stable, i.e.,

k := inf
06=qk2Qk

sup
06=vk2N2

k

jbk(vk; qk)j
kvkkakkqkkL2

>� 1;
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and obviously also that

�k := sup
06=q2L20(
);06=vk2H

1
0(
)

2+N2
k

jbk(vk; q)j
kvkkakkqkL2

<� 1:

The general theory of mixed methods (see e.g. [BS94, x10]) shows that for v 2 Z,

inf
vk2Zk

kv � vkk1;k � (1 +
�k
k
) inf
vk2N2

k

kv� vkkak ;

and so (G) follows from

inf
vk2N

2
k

kv� vkkak <� hkkvk(H1)2 (v 2 H1
0 (
)

2):

For f 2 (L2(
)0)2, let (u; p) 2 (H1
0 (
)

2 \H2(
)2) � (L2
0(
) \H1(
)) denote the corre-

sponding solution of (6.26). Integration by parts and a density argument shows that for
all v 2 L2(
)2, Z




(�4u+rp) � vdx = f(v);

and so for vk 2 H1
0 (
)

2 +N2
k , integration by parts on each T 2 �k gives

ak(u;vk)� f(vk) = �bk(vk; p) +
X
e2Ek

Z
e

X
j

(@neuj)[(vk)j ]� p[vk � ne]ds;(6.31)

where [w] denotes the jump of w across e in the direction of ne. Since both [(vk)j] and
[vk �ne] are linear on e and zero in its midpoint, an application of [CR73, Lemma 3] shows
that

j
X
e2Ek

Z
e

X
j

(@neuj)[(vk)j ]� p[vk � ne]dsj <� hk(kuk(H2)2 + kpkH1)kvkkak :(6.32)

If vk 2 Z+ Zk, then from Qk � L2
0(
) we have

jbk(vk; p)j = inf
qk2Qk

jbk(vk; p� qk)j � �kkvkkak inf
qk2Qk

kp � qkkL2:(6.33)

From (6.31), (6.32), (6.33),

inf
qk2Qk

kq � qkkL2 <� hkkqkH1 (q 2 L2
0(
) \H1(
))

and (6.27), we conclude (I).
Before introducing the prolongation, from [FM90] we recall that curlk, de�ned by

(curlk v)jT = curl vjT (T 2 �k) with curl = [ @
@x2

� @
@x1

]T , is a bijection between the Morley

�nite element space Mk and Zk. Since starting from here until the end of this paper, we
will consider simultaneously the Stokes equations discretized on Zk and the biharmonic
equation discretized on Mk, to avoid confusion we will use the following notations:
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De�nition 6.2. With a
(St)
k ( ; ), Ikk�1

(St)
, S

(St)
k;m , Ŝ

(St)
k;m , k k(St)t;k and a

(bih)
k ( ; ), Ikk�1

(bih)
, S

(bih)
k;m ,

Ŝ
(St
k;m), k k(bih)t;k , we mean the bilinear form, the prolongation, the operators related to the

smoother and the norms corresponding to the discretized Stokes equations on Zk and the
discretized Biharmonic equation on Mk respectively.

We now de�ne

Ikk�1
(St)

= curlk � Ikk�1(bih) � curl�1k�1 : Zk�1 ! Zk:

Remark 6.3. If, for all k, Mk and Zk are equipped with bases such that curlk is a bijection

between both sets of basisfunctions, then obviously the matrix representations of Ikk�1
(St)

and Ikk�1
(bih)

are equal, up to permutations.

The canonical extension of Ikk�1
(bih)

to an operator ~Ikk�1
(bih)

: Mk�1 + Mk ! Mk is a

projector, and so Ikk�1
(St)

extends to a projector ~Ikk�1
(St)

= curlk�~Ikk�1
(bih)�curl�1k : Zk�1+Zk !

Zk. The arguments that yield (6.17) for Ikk�1
(bih)

, show the same result for its extension,
i.e.,

k(I � ~Ikk�1
(bih)

)vkkL2 <� h2k

sX
T2�k

jvkj2H2(T ) (vk 2Mk�1 +Mk):

By writing ~Ikk�1
(bih)

= I � (I � ~Ikk�1
(bih)

), and applying inverse inequalities, it follows thatsX
T2�k

j~Ikk�1
(bih)

vkj2H1(T )
<�
sX

T2�k

jvkj2H1(T ) (vk 2Mk�1 +Mk):(6.34)

Since kcurlvkk(L2)2 =
qP

T2�k
jvkj2H1(T ), (6.34) is equivalent to k~Ikk�1

(St)
vkk(St)0;k

<� kvkk(L2)2
(vk 2 Zk�1 + Zk), which is (O).
From Theorem 5.2, Proposition 5.3, Proposition 5.6, Lemma 5.9 and Proposition 5.11,

we conclude (3.3) and (3.4) with s = 1� � = 0 and fk = f j
Zk
.

We equip Zk with the standard basis de�ned by applying curlk to the basis of Mk from
(6.12). This basis on Zk is given by

f�k;e := jej�1�k;ete : e 2 Ekg [ f�k;p :=
X̀
i=1

jeij�1�k;einei;p : p 2 Vkg;(6.35)

where �k;e is the nodal basisfunction of Nk de�ned in (6.1), te = [(ne)2 �(ne)1]T is a unit
vector tangential to e, the edges ei; : : : e` are all edges in Ek that contain p, and nei;p is the
unit vector normal to ei pointing in the counterclockwise direction with respect to p, see
Figure 1.
A di�culty with de�ning a suitable smoother for the system (6.30) is that, although

properly scaled this basis on Zk is not uniformly well-conditioned as function of k with
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Figure 1. Basis functions �k;e and �k;p of the space Zk

respect to k k(L2)2. In view of results obtained in x4, this means that e.g. unpreconditioned
CG not necessarily satis�es (D), (E), (F).
An alternative approach to de�ne a smoother, �rst followed on [Bre90], is based on the

relation

a
(bih)
k (uk; vk) = a

(St)
k (curlkuk; curlkvk) (uk; vk 2Mk):(6.36)

This relation and the one between the bases (6.12) and (6.35) of Mk and Zk show that
the sti�ness matrices corresponding to both problems are equal, and so any smoothing
iteration developed for one problem has its direct counterpart for the other, where the
practical realizations are equal.
In x6.2 in the biharmonic framework, we considered CG-iteration without precondition-

ing, or with preconditioning matrices that are uniformly well-conditioned. Let (S(bih)
k;m ; Ŝ

(bih)
k;m )k

denote the corresponding sequence of pairs of operators as meant at the beginning of x4,
where Ŝ

(bih)
k;m is the linear operator de�ned using the Chebychev polynomial. We showed

that this sequence satis�es (D), (E) and

kŜ(bih)
k;m vkk(bih)1;k

<� (h�2k m�1)tkvkk(bih)t;k (t 2 [0; 1]; vk 2Mk);(6.37)

which is (F) with  = 1.

Since (6.36) is equivalent to k � k(bih)1;k = kcurlk � k(St)1;k , we directly conclude that the

corresponding operators S(St)
k;m = curlk � S(bih)

k;m � curl�1k and Ŝ
(St)
k;m = curlk � Ŝ(bih)

k;m � curl�1k
in the Stokes framework satisfy (D) and (E). Using [PB87, Proposition 8.1], in [Bre90,
Proposition 3] it was shown that

kvkk(bih)1
2 ;k

<� kcurlkvkk(St)0;k (vk 2Mk):(6.38)

From (6.37) with t = 1
2 and (6.38), we conclude that

kŜ(St)
k;mvkk(St)1;k

<� h�1k m�
1
2kvkk(St)0;k (vk 2 Zk);(6.39)
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which is (F) with  = 1
2
. Since the values of the other parameters appearing in Theorem

3.2 are given by r = 1, � = 2 and d = 2, from this theorem we may only conclude that

for such a CG-smoothing and with m
(j)
j�i

=� ~m4ij2, the Cascade iteration for solving the
discretized Stokes equations yields a suboptimal solver.

Remark 6.4. We give some comments on multi-grid convergence theory.
Instead of CG, let us consider a linear iteration as a smoother. The above analysis

shows that the smoothing property in the biharmonic framework implies this property in
the Stokes framework, with a  that is halved. Here with smoothing property, we mean
the condition on the smoother as imposed in the theory from [Hac85].
A di�erent condition on the smoother is imposed in the convergence theory from [BPX91].

It turns out that validity of this condition generally does not carry over when switching
from the biharmonic to the Stokes framework. Indeed, using [Ste98, Remark 2.9], it can be
checked that e.g. damped Richardson iteration with symmetric preconditioning matrices
that have uniformly bounded condition numbers satis�es this condition in the biharmonic
framework, as it satis�es the smoothing property from [Hac85], but that it not satis�es the
condition from [BPX91] in the Stokes framework.
Nevertheless, the theory from [BPX91] may still be used to analyze the multi-gridmethod

applied to the discretized Stokes equations. Indeed, because the error ampli�cation op-
erator of the multi-grid method is linear, the analysis of this operator as a whole can be
carried out in the biharmonic framework. So, in particular, one can still prove that the
variable V-cycle, which is covered by the theory from [BPX91], yields uniformly bounded
condition numbers.
Yet, there is one point where one has to pay for the fact that in the Stokes framework

these simple iterations do not satisfy the condition imposed on a smoother in [BPX91].
Since the biharmonic operator is not fully regular, it is not possible to show that the so-
called mildly variable V-cycle (see [Ste98]) gives uniformly bounded condition numbers.
On the other hand, damped Richardson iteration with preconditioners of the type dis-
cussed below does satisfy the condition from [BPX91] in the Stokes framework, and so for
this smoother it can be shown that the mildly variable V-cycle gives uniformly bounded
condition numbers.

To construct better smoothers in order to obtain a Cascade iteration that is optimal,
we study the conditioning of the basis (6.35) of Zk. Using that f�k;e : e 2 Ekg is an
L2(
)-orthogonal basis of Nk, for vectors c = (ce)e2Ek

and d = (dp)p2Vk, we infer that

k
X
e2Ek

ce�k;e +
X
p2Vk

dp�k;pk2(L2)2 =
X
e2Ek

jcej2jej�2k�k;ek2L2 +
X
e2Ek

jdpe � d~pej2jej�2k�k;ek2L2;
(6.40)

where pe; ~pe denote both vertices of �k on e 2 Ek, and dp := 0 when p 2 V knVk. Further-
more, there holds X

e2Ek

jdpe � d~pej2jej�2k�k;ek2L2 =�
Z



jrdI j2dx;(6.41)
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where dI is the function in the conforming P1 �nite element space N̂k =
Q

T2�k
P1(T ) \

C(
) \H1
0 (
) de�ned by dI(p) = dp.

De�ning Âk 2 IRdimN̂k�dimN̂k by <Âkd; ~d>=
R


rdI � r ~dIdx, for Mk 2 IRdimZk�dimZk

being the mass-matrix corresponding to (6.35), from (6.40) and (6.41) we conclude that

Mk
=�
�
I 0

0 Âk

�
:

Simple conforming multi-grid preconditioners Ŵk for Âk are available that take � dimN̂k

operations, and for which �(Ŵ�1
k Âk) <� 1. We now consider CG-smoothing applied to

(6.30) with respect to the basis (6.35), with preconditioning matricesWk that satisfyWk
=��

I 0

0 Ŵk

�
. Let (S

(St)
k;m ; Ŝ

(St)
k;m)k denote the corresponding sequence of pairs of operators as

meant at the beginning of x4, where Ŝ(St)
k;m is the linear operator de�ned using the Chebychev

polynomial. Since �(W�1
k Mk) <� 1, the analysis from x4 shows (D), (E) and

kŜ(St)
k;mvkk(St)1;k

<� h�1k m�1kvkk(St)0;k (vk 2 Zk);(6.42)

which is (F) with  = 1. Since r = 1, � = 2 and d = 2, from Theorem 3.2 we conclude that

for any c 2 (2; 4) and m
(j)
j�i

=� ~mci, the Cascade iteration with CG-smoothing and such a
preconditioner applied to the discretized Stokes equations yields an optimal solver.

6.4. The new smoother analyzed in the biharmonic framework. We have seen that,
with respect to bases (6.12) and (6.35) on Mk and Zk, the sti�ness matrices corresponding
to the discretization of the biharmonic equation on Mk and that of the Stokes equations on
Zk are equal. In the previous subsection we used this fact to analyze the application of CG-
smoothing without, or with simple preconditioning matrices developed in the biharmonic

framework to the Stokes equations. Using k � k(bih)1
2 ;k

<� kcurl � k(St)0;k ((6.38)), it appeared that

such a CG-iteration satis�es the smoothing property (F) in the Stokes framework with
 = 1

2
. In addition, in the Stokes framework we developed new preconditioners, involving

a multi-grid call on a second order scalar problem, and we showed that CG-smoothing with
such preconditioners satis�es (F) with  = 1.
In this subsection, we analyze CG-smoothing with these new preconditioners in the

biharmonic framework. With (S
(St)
k;m ; Ŝ

(St)
k;m )k denoting the sequence of pairs of operators

corresponding to this preconditioned CG-iteration in the Stokes framework, we de�ne

S
(bih)
k;m = curl�1k � S(St)

k;m � curlk and Ŝ
(bih)
k;m = curl�1k � Ŝ(St)

k;m � curlk. Obviously, again (6.36)
shows (D) and (E) in the biharmonic framework. Condition (F) will follow from the fol-
lowing proposition.

Proposition 6.5. With kzkk�t;k := sup06=wk2Zk

j(zk;wk)(L2)2 j

kwkk
(St)
1;k

(t 2 [0; 1]; zk 2 Zk), there

holds

kcurlkvkk(St)�1;k <� kvkk(bih)0;k (vk 2Mk):(6.43)
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Proof. With rotk de�ned by (rotkw)T = rotwjT (T 2 �k) where rot = [� @
@x2

@
@x1

], integra-

tion by parts show that for vk 2Mk, wk 2 Zk, there holds

(curlk vk;wk)(L2)2 = (vk; rotkwk)L2 +
X
e2Ek

Z
e

vk [wk � ne]ds;

where [wk�ne] denotes the jump of wk�ne across e in the direction of ne. Since [wk�ne]
is linear on e and zero in its midpoint, it holds that

R
e
[wk � ne]ds = 0. An application of

[CR73, Lemma 3] and an inverse inequality now show that

j
X
e2Ek

Z
e

vk[wk � ne]dsj <� hk

sX
T2�k

jvkj2H1(T )kwkk(St)1;k
<� kvk(bih)0;k kwkk(St)1;k :

Since j(vk; rotkwk)L2 j �
p
2kvkk(bih)0;k kwkk(St)1;k , we conclude that j(curlk vk;wk)(L2)2j <� kwkk(St)1;k ,

which completes the proof.

Note that by interpolation, (6.36) and (6.38) imply that

kvkk(bih)t+1
2
;k
<� kcurlkvkk(St)t;k (t 2 [0; 1]; vk 2Mk);

and (6.36) and (6.43) imply that

kcurlkvkk(St)t;k
<� kvkk(bih)t+1

2 ;k
(t 2 [�1; 1]; vk 2Mk):(6.44)

From (6.42), (6.36), and (6.44) with t = 0, for � � 1
2 we obtain that

kŜ(bih)
k;m vkk(bih)1;k

<� (h�2k m�2)�kvkk(bih)1��;k (vk 2Mk);

which is (F) with  = 2. Since r = 2, � = 2 and d = 2, from Theorem 3.2 we conclude that

for any c 2 (2; 4) and m
(j)
j�i

=� ~mci, the Cascade iteration with CG-smoothing and this new
preconditioner applied to the discretized biharmonic equation yields an optimal solver.
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